Abstract
We derive a theory of multiscale design through a study of a landscape architecture studio classroom. We find that processes of designing, to meet a site’s situated needs, involve creating and connecting representations across levels, such as overview and detail. We introduce multiscale design theory, which works to understand how designers explore, juxtapose, and synthesize relationships across levels of scale. We identify three design strategies landscape architecture students use to work with scale: multiply, map, and shift perspective. We combine these strategies with prior literature, across fields, to initiate a theory of multiscale design.
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Introduction
We study design practices in a landscape architecture studio classroom. Like others [19], we find that architecture studio contexts provide unique opportunities for people to engage in collaborative practices, which are social, embodied, and experiential in nature. In performing studio projects, students define multiple problems facing a site, in conjunction with analyzing information scales spanning site, local, regional, national, and global [5].
Student designers synthesize analysis components, crossing a variety of contexts and scales, to develop sets of design proposals, both conceptual and schematic, which address encountered problems. They engage in a process intended to encourage them to enter into a dialectic relationship with the site and design dilemma. They must propose ultimate particular solutions, which map directly on to the site, while at the same time analyzing these solutions in terms of larger contexts.

As their design evolves, students must shift their thinking across scales, to connect and relate their design to personal, civil, social, and environmental processes.

Methodology
Our understanding of multiscale design comes from sustained study of an undergraduate level landscape architecture design studio course, Landscape Design III. The course had 3 instructors and 20 students. The students were divided into 6 teams, each with between 3 and 5 members. The course included some traditional lectures, but primarily focused on studio sessions, in which student teams worked on their projects alongside instructors.

The course is structured around a semester-long project, in which all teams are given the same landscape site and design problem to solve. During the semester of our investigation, the specific problem involved a 97-acre region in League City, Texas, USA. The task was to design a development plan for the site, involving both residential and commercial properties, which addressed projected sea-level rise and increasing housing needs.
The above graphic, taken from Team ReSTORE’s final poster, shows the stages of their design process. They included this graphic in their final poster to show, as P4 states, “So you’re starting at the beginning and go through what we went through.”

From left to right, the labels read: Doodlin’, Bubbles, Function, Structure, Synthesis, Output.

This collection of images manifests the **multiply** strategy, using the repeated shape of the problem site to convey change.

Over the course of the semester, each team defines the problems facing the site, analyzing information at the regional, city, and site levels. Next, they must conceptually and schematically develop a set of design proposals addressing these problems.

Like prior ethnographic studies of design studios [19], our methodology is focused on the design artifacts and the associated practices. Our collected data includes observations of the course, interviews with students, and the students’ design artifacts. We observed 13 classroom / studio sessions, making notes and taking pictures of students working and interacting with instructors. Observation sessions were mostly studio work periods; others were lectures or student presentations.

At the end of the semester, we performed one-on-one, semi-structured interviews with 5 students from two of the teams: 3 from Team FAD Visions (P2, P3, P5), and 2 from Team ReSTORE (P1, P4). Interviews were analyzed using the grounded theory method of open coding [4]. Additionally, we collected design artifacts from these two teams. These artifacts were taken from different stages of their design processes. Using a visual grounded theory approach [9, 11], we categorized the artifacts based on their visual features. From this, we derived strategies, i.e., discursive, open-ended descriptors for how people approach and engage in creative processes [8]. We identified three main strategies: **multiply**, **map**, and **shift perspective**.
Strategy: Multiply

The *multiply* strategy involves using repeated forms to connect information from different scales into a single, fixed contextual area and scale. These artifacts constitute small multiples. Small multiples support connecting information across scales by "visually enforcing comparisons of changes" [17].

The information presented in each multiple may be cropped to fit a target extent. The fixed scale of the repeated extent supports thinking about and comparing the different aspects of a design, without having to make mental scale conversions.

In this example, the repeated shape is that of the waterways in League City. These waterways include the Gulf of Mexico, Texas rivers, and many smaller canals and regions.

These multiples of League City, arranged in a 3 x 3 grid, show some of the different animal populations in the area. The red animal icons indicate endangered species and the yellow indicate migratory species. Each of the species shown has different scales of habitats, especially the migratory species. Using multiples, the students were able to relate the different habitat scales to a single scale, that of League City. Additionally, they have placed a small red outline which highlights the specific 97 acre project site.
**Strategy: Multiply**

Through this strategy, the repeated shape or silhouette encapsulates layers of information. *Multiply* thus draws on the stratification principle: “The city consists of a stratification of layers forming a consolidated entity” [2]. While presented information may address larger scale phenomena, such as animal migration or flood plains, repeated shape and scale ground and contextualize understanding.

Tracing paper is very common in the landscape architecture studio. Through tracing, students are able to quickly and easily duplicate shapes and diagrams. As P4 explains, “[Paper] more free-form and you’re allow to explore different forms”.

We also observed students printing multiple copies of an artifact and then sketching over and annotating each with different types or scopes of information. The printouts on the right are labelled, from top to bottom, Design Problem, LID (low impact development), Sections, Transportation, and Original.
Strategy: Map

The map strategy involves defining spatial relationships between representational elements. The artifacts created with this strategy are similar to traditional maps in their indexical nature, in which the meaning of elements is derived from their context [18]. Mapping involves using visual techniques, such as layering or callouts, to connect the elements. Callouts are often lines or shapes, which relate one artifact into the space and scale of another artifact. Mapping facilitates connecting contexts of different scales through abstract visual scale transitions. Scale transitions can be in either direction, zooming out to show encompassing contexts or zooming in to show nested details. These transitions of scale are similar to the embodied experience of the city today, which Allen describes as, “Not so much the orderly progression of scales, as an experience of rapid shifts in scale and speed” [1].

A map of the elevation is placed above an aerial view rendering of the site and the existing surrounding development. The dashed gray lines are used as callouts, to show how the Elevation Relief map fits into Surrounding Context of the problem site. The Elevation Relief map is used to help them easily understand how to prevent sea-level rise and flooding from nearby development.

This is a good example of how strategies work together. In this artifact, the shape of the specific site is multiplied but each is shown from a different scale and perspective.
Strategy: Map

Overlaid on top of a global map, Team FAD Visions has placed images of the state of Texas, League City, and the specific design site. They use callouts to place Texas within the world map, League City within Texas, and the design site within League City.

Team ReSTORE has a very similar artifact showing the relationships between the design site, the larger city, and the world.

Callout lines connect the two perspective cross sections on the left with their respective locations within the site map on the top right.
Strategy: Shift Perspective

The *shift perspective* strategy involves using views from different zoom levels and angles to gain a wider understanding of a context. We observed this strategy manifesting through models, either digital or physical, and through perspective renderings, such as bird’s eye, cross section, and ground level views. *Shift perspective* is sometimes invoked in conjunction with the *map* strategy to situate perspective views among other representations.

Students created 3D models of the site using SketchUp and AutoCAD to easily see how their designs fit together within different contexts. The models helped them see issues and other aspects that needed to be addressed that may have been overlooked before the model. In P2’s words, “The [3D] model made us realize how big things were, [we needed to] scale things differently... Because we realized ‘that’s too big’ or ‘we need to make that smaller’”. P4 echoes this sentiment, saying “We put it to scale so that it wasn’t just random anymore and that way we actually knew where stuff could go”.

In the above design artifact, Team FAD Visions is showing a cross section view of their 3D model of their proposal for the site. They also included an overview image of the their “Master Plan” in the top right. The red line in the overview is a form of the *map* strategy, connecting the cross section to its location within the “Master Plan”.

Bird’s Eye View - Facing North
Strategy: Shift Perspective

Physical models manifest a form of the *shift perspective* strategy. They stimulate embodied cognition by situating the viewer relative to their 3D spatial forms [10, 7]. The way in which one transitions between perspectives when viewing a physical model is similar to the continuous transitions of scale within zoomable free-form spaces [8]. Experiencing the variability of relationships between designer and problem contexts has the potential to function as provocative stimuli [13], which can help overcome fixation. We also see students manifest other multiscale strategies within their physical models, further extending a model’s use as embodied, spatial metaphor [10].

Students created physical models of the design site and surrounding areas to help them visualize and understand the context.

In their physical model, Team FAD Visions placed their design proposal as a removable section which stood on stilts above the model of the original version of the site. P2 explains, "We wanted it to show how the site changes".
**Strategy: Shift Perspective**

Other types of artifacts that students used to invoke the *shift perspective* strategy include cross sections and human level, detailed, renderings. Students used these artifacts to, “Give you what the topography looks like [and] show you scale-wise what a human would relate to” [P2].

These ground level renderings of residential and business development demonstrate proposed solutions for dealing with excess water and flooding. When questioned about her process creating these perspective renderings, P4 says, “It depends on how much detail you want to put into it...I will zoom in, like micro, to try to fix stuff because I’m kind of a perfectionist.”

These two cross section perspectives, while set to different scales, compare and contrast the topology of these two districts of Team ReSTORE’s design proposal.
Next, to abstract from our findings, we mesh this new theory of multi-scale design with prevailing theory. As mathematical biologist, D’Arcy Wentworth Thompson states, “The effect of scale depends not on a thing itself, but in relation to its whole environment or milieu” [16]. Architecture theorist Stan Allen claims, “Form matters, but not so much the forms of things, as the form between things”[1]. Another theorist, Corajoud, explains, “Crossing through scales is about controlling simultaneously and in the same way, the general and the specific, the close and the far” [3]. Multiscale design theory addresses ways in which design representations facilitate “crossing scales”.

Architecture students work with and think about representations in a non-linear manner across scales [12]. They need to present large amounts of information that often possess multiple relationships to other parts of their design. Prior theory contributes to our understanding. Ellin’s understanding of the role of scale contributes to multiscale design theory, by shifting focus to, “Process rather than the product, relationship (or context) rather than isolated objects, and complementary rather than opposition” [6].

The practice of multiscale design strategies, in landscape architecture studio classrooms, contributes a model for future research, to explore new methods and interaction techniques supporting multiscale design. We hypothesize that multiply, map, and shift perspective strategies represent an initial set of discursive creative methods for seeing and doing multiscale design. Future work can then investigate to what extent the present theory is generalizable or context specific and how multiscale design is alternatively performed. These studies need to address various educational and professional design studio contexts.

**Multiscale Design Theory**

Our work to formulate theory begins with understanding how student designers think about and deal with scale during design processes. We made observations, performed interviews, and collected and analyzed their design artifacts. From this data, we identified three visual design strategies that they used to deal with scale: multiply, map, and shift perspective.

The strategies are interconnected. They often appear in conjunction with one another. Students multiply to explore and create different representations of a design context. They map these, and other, representations together to connect and relate them. And through these mappings, they are assisted in shifting perspectives, to see the context through multiple vantage points. These strategies work together, helping the students understand the design context as a whole. Multiply and map, in combination, represent particular ways of performing free-form curation’s assemble strategy [8], that is, structured ways of putting content elements together. The assemble strategy was found to be significant in processes of design ideation involving invention and prior work.

We synthesize the strategies to initiate a theory of multiscale design. We define multiscale design as the use of space and scale to explore and articulate relationships. Multiscale design involves the juxtaposition and synthesis of diverse design elements—including physical, geographic, and abstract representations—and through these elements, the contexts in which they are situated.
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